
Lyrics for songs from “Obstruction Destruction“:

These Eyes:
A glimpse into these eyes

Glow:
We meet and walk beside all those thoughts that might collide
No need to confide, I don’t need this outlined 

Here we sit, breathe the sunset
City lights below
In this we glow 

Staring at the time, all at once my thoughts capsize
You sent your troops inside and your best of spies 

Here we sit, breathe the sunset
City lights below
In this we glow 

Feel our flow (can you still?)
Life in tow (remind me again)
I already know (I try try try)
You have to go 

You’d take me there (you said so)
Too much to bear (I’m no criminal)
We didn’t dare (I try try try)
Too much to bear 

How big is this divide or is that classified
Watching me by the fireside, she’s in disguise 

Here we sit, breathe the sunset
City lights below
In this we glow



In Summertime:

Landscapes racing by

On the highway we ride

Look I know how we tried

In summertime, in summertime

Closing in on me

This paradigm

Translate and carry this

Luggage and what it implies

Captive of your own device

I know you never even tried

In Summertime, in summertime

Closing in on me

This paradigm

Translate and carry this

Cultivating, capitulating

Calculating, undulating

Are you, can you?

And will you still?

Come let's go now

Under water

Agitating, complicating

Implicating

Do you know you are

Isolating me?

Fine shapes still unverified

Message not to override

I draw the line in summertime

Only to find you have realigned

Can't wait to bury this



Preference:

Clamp down, called me out

I'll drown, sell my doubt

Give me more

Kneeling

Once it sent me reeling

Out of control

Countdown, hideout

Leave town, check the route

Give me more

Kneeling

Once it sent me reeling

Out of...

...Control these

Why do you enthrall me?

Close these doors

1, 2, 3, 4

Slow down, go without

Around, now I shout

Give me more

Kneeling

Once it sent me reeling

Out of control



Overdrive:

The door inside stood slightly ajar

Standing there with a crowbar

Fever slowly falling

Situation stalling

Look outside, look up high

Keep alive, we all must strive

You might survive in overdrive

Or you may nosedive

Barely slept three nights

Thoughts kept turning

Analysis is not concerning

Reason only crawling 

Suddenly recalling

Look outside, look up high

Keep alive, we all must strive

You might survive in overdrive

Or you may nosedive

Pulled this drawer open

Pulled this time

Pulled this drawer open

Pulled this time and...

Came near those thoughts 

Brushed past my shoulder

This winter should not get any colder

Reason only crawling 

Situation stalling



The Party:

Step out, sun is shining

Welcomed in, shaking my hand

This counts, it's good timing

And they begin on her command

Celebrate

We smile and we praise

Don't let this dissipate

It's not too late (celebrate)

Without a doubt, hard work binding

All those within, self-made demands

What's this about, it's what we're finding

And we all win, the view expands

Tell me we're flying

Tell me we're flying high

Tell me we're flying 

Tell me we're flying high

It all amounts, without rewinding

To what has been and to withstand

Step out, sunset unwinding

And I begin slowly to land

Celebrate

We smile and we praise

Don't let this dissipate

It's not too late



Escalate:

Climbing up this staircase, car's parked down below

Warm evening, slow pace, feel sea air blow

This all I try to embrace and go with the flow

Unspoken message you promised me

Lost and obscured in this reality

Beauty of this night is painted

Beyond expectation

Reach that desolation

Escalate

Imitate

Activate to see

Knocking on the door, hearing voices inside

Need time to ignore, think, speak and subdivide

Sideways explore, confusion to decide

Give me more, the ideas coincide

Beauty of this night is painted

Beyond expectation

Felt that elation

Escalate

Imitate

Activate to see

Sunset take me down

Sunset take me over the cliffs to the sea

Escalate 

Imitate

Activate to see



The Elevator:

We rode up and down 

In that old elevator

Searching for the great hall 

Finally stepped out to see

Sigh, eyes on me

Time has effects, you see

Pry it all away

Take me down

You're lost, she said, it's the

Wrong hall, you must get back in

We'll be too late and then

Ride up and down again

Sigh, eyes on me

Time has effects, you see

Pry it all away

Running down this hill

The wind in my hair

Your glance, so still

And you still are

Following me

Caught in this web

Of walls and halls, I head straight underground

Step out of this

Old elevator

Sigh, eyes on me

Time has effects, you see

Pry it all away

Take me down



Cover Me:

Cover Me

Reach Me

Shadow Me

Faintly

Resembling closely those days

When we flew

Brave Me

Race Me

Don't Save Me

Couldn't be

Resembling closely those days

When we flew

Right on time you find me

Walk the line and set me free

The rain came

Cover Me

You seem

Crazy

And

Right on time you find me

Walk the line and set me free

Too slow (Prepare for impact)

Too slow (Cry out to quickly act)

And

Right on time you find me

Walk the line and set me free



Phase Two:

Phase two has arrived

Let's hope it survives

Feel this typical brokenness

But I cannot be blind

It's just wasting my time

A different door opens

Pain

It's the same

Insane

He too has implied

That the circuit had fried

Simply needs replacement

But so many things to do

Lost in chaos of every hue

Looking to grounded engagement

Pain

It's the same

Insane

Pink clouds fill the sky

And this crazy day subsides

Counting the damages, intuitive

And the night rolls on

Like we've never even gone

Holding high what you gave me

Pain

It's the same

Insane

Parking on this twisty street

Where is the path down

And then you start to retreat



Roses scent the darkness

It comes from all around

Pain

It's the same

Insane

It comes from all around



Streamline:

Caffeine, adrenaline, isn't it obscene?

Crystalline thoughts, one-by-one shattering

Crashing on this empty street

Discipline does not always lead

To something genuine

It's simply incomplete

Imagine, interline

Intertwine, streamline

Routine, here again

Keeping everything sane

Or so it appears

What do you have to gain?

Right, I remember now

Taking this in and on and on and on

Imagine, interline

Intertwine, streamline

On those rooftops

Tried to climb down

Madness driving us nowhere



Madeline:

Just drop me off at the entrance

Might as well, there's no one else

To come along or hold my hand

That's how we learned in this wonderland

Silent view from up here

Everything to perservere

Madeline, Madeline

Holding you dear

See you shine, see you shine

Shedding a tear

Madeline, Madeline

Come very near

It is divine, this privelege

Madeline dear

Familiar streets, familiar skies

Brings me comfort, try to relativize

Today is different, so very still

Solitude engulfs me at my own will

Silent view from up here

Everything to perservere

I made it through, task near complete

Downhill from here, back on my feet

Now you pick me up from the entrance

There's no one else, it's relentless

Madeline, Madeline

Holding you dear

See you shine, see you shine

Shedding a tear

Madeline, Madeline

Come very near

It is divine, this privelege

Madeline dear



Seashells:

There seashells found

Buried in the sand

I'm coming down

Eager to land

Collecting

Collect me

By the sea

Beach so serene

These thoughts now I face

Put through your machine

Now I retrace

Collecting

Collect me

By the sea

Collecting


